work by Tech., and Ide and Pollard followed this up by making a further gain of five yards. Kales tackled Ide on his next run; the ball was dropped and Beattie picked it up, ran half the length of the field, and made the first touchdown, from which Andrews kicked a very pretty goal. Time, 5 minutes. Score: Tech., 6; Dartmouth, 0.

Dartmouth's ball in the center of the field. They gained about ten yards on the V, but Tech. got the ball on a fumble and began to rush it down the field. Andrews made five yards and Clinton and Boyd made eight more. Andrews drew back as if to kick, but instead ran and made twenty-five yards by it. The ball soon went to Dartmouth on four downs, but it was almost immediately returned to Tech. for the same reason. Andrews again ran for twenty yards, being well guarded by Dearborn, and Boyd added five yards more; it was Clinton's turn now and he responded by a run of fifteen yards. At this point Abbott of Dartmouth was hurt, and Carson took his place. Tech. rushed the ball to Dartmouth's 2 1/2-yard line and lost it as previously noted. Dartmouth now braced up and went through Tech.'s line time and again. The ball was soon on Tech.'s 20-yard line, when time was called.

Second half. Dartmouth's ball, and ten yards gained on the V. Then Pollard and Ide made ten yards more. Morse was hurt and his place filled by Haskell, and for the next thirty minutes the ball was kept near the middle of the field, Dartmouth having it most of the time. Then they gained steadily through Tech.'s center and had a second touchdown in forty minutes. No goal. Score, Tech. 6; Dartmouth 8.

No further gains were made, and time was soon called with the ball in the middle of the field. Score, Dartmouth 8; Tech. 6.

The teams lined up as follows:—Tech.—rushers, Noblit, Johnson, Beattie, Harvey, Haskell (Morse), Clinton, Kales; quarter back, Clarke; half backs, Dearborn, Boyd; full back, Andrews. Dartmouth—rushers, Hall (capt.), Fulsom, Walker, M. Jones, Carson (Abbott), Jones, Barton; quarter back, McKay; half backs, Ide, Pollard; full back, Price.

Tech., 16; Stevens, 0.

Tech. ended the football season with a victory—its first in two years. Stevens is thereby forced into last place, with a record of four games lost to none won.

We took the risk of losing the game by the disabling of one of the team, as we had no substitutes on the field, but our luck forgot us that day, and our men met with no accident whatever. Our chief gains were made by the use of the circular V. It was too much for the Stevens eleven, who didn't discover how to successfully oppose it until too late.

The team left Boston Wednesday, November 25th, via Fall River. About thirty men accompanied the eleven. The two teams lined up at 10.30 next morning on St. George's Cricket Field, Hoboken, Tech. having the ball. A V was formed, and Johnson gained twenty yards. Then the new V was tried, and was completely successful, Boyd being twenty yards nearer Stevens goal before they were aware that he had started.

Andrews then went around the end for a touchdown, one and a half minutes after the ball had been put in play. Clarke kicked the goal, and the score was 6 to 0.

Stevens' ball. P. Mackenzie made ten yards on the V and Fielder ran prettily for a six-yard gain; P. Mackenzie and Hake together advanced the ball eight yards farther, and P. Mackenzie getting the ball made a good run for eighteen yards. Tech.'s ball on a fumble. Andrews made forty-five yards on a punt, Stevens making a fair catch. It was impossible for Stevens to gain against Tech., and the ball went to our eleven on four downs, and Crocker ran through Stevens' center for fifteen yards, which Johnson in-